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       Riches are not from abundance of worldly goods, but from a contented
mind. 
~Nazr Mohammed

The ink of the scholar is more sacred than the blood of the martyr. 
~Nazr Mohammed

Tie your camel up as best you can, and then trust it to Providence. 
~Nazr Mohammed

If one finds oneself with bread in both hands, that person should
exchange one loaf for some flowers of the narcissus, because the loaf
feeds the body, but the flowers feed the soul. 
~Nazr Mohammed

A person's true wealth is the good he or she does in the world. 
~Nazr Mohammed

Sleep is the sister of death and the dwellers of heaven will not sleep 
~Nazr Mohammed

If anyone tells you someone has changed their character; don't believe
it. 
~Nazr Mohammed

Let go the things of which you are in doubt for the things in which there
is no doubt. 
~Nazr Mohammed

O Allah! Pardon my sins. Yes, I come. 
~Nazr Mohammed

Flowers feed the soul. 
~Nazr Mohammed
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Pay the laborer his wages before his sweat dries. 
~Nazr Mohammed

To overcome evil with good is good, to resist evil with evil is evil. 
~Nazr Mohammed

Where one is present, God is the second, and where there are two,
God is the third. 
~Nazr Mohammed

O God! I ask You for the means to do good, to avoid evil and to love the
poor. 
~Nazr Mohammed

God is beautiful and He loves beauty. 
~Nazr Mohammed

He who honestly instructs reverences God. 
~Nazr Mohammed
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